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Abstract

Background/Purpose—In patients with cryptogenic stroke (CS) and patent foramen ovale 

(PFO), the Risk of Paradoxical Embolism (RoPE) Score has been proposed as a method to 

estimate a patient-specific “PFO-attributable fraction”—the probability that a documented PFO is 

causally-related to the stroke, rather than an incidental finding. The objective of this research is to 

examine the relationship between this RoPE-estimated PFO-attributable fraction and the effect of 

closure in 3 randomized trials.

Methods—We pooled data from the CLOSURE-I, RESPECT and PC Trials. We examine the 

treatment effect of closure in high RoPE score (>=7) versus low RoPE score (<7) patients. We also 

estimated the relative risk reduction (RRR) associated with PFO closure across each level of the 

RoPE score using Cox proportional hazard analysis. We estimated a patient-specific attributable 

fraction using a PC Trial-compatible (9-point) RoPE equation (omitting the neuroradiology 

variable), as well as a two-trial analysis using the original (10-point) RoPE equation. We examined 

the Pearson correlation between the estimated attributable fraction and the RRR across RoPE 

strata.

Results—In the low RoPE score group (<7, n=912), the rate of recurrent strokes per 100 person-

years was 1.37 in the device arm versus 1.68 in the medical arm (HR=0.82 ( 0.42 to 1.59) p=0.56; 

compared to 0.30 versus 1.03 (HR = 0.31 ( 0.11 to 0.85) p=0.02) in the high RoPE score group 

(>=7, n=1221); treatment-by-RoPE score group interaction, p=0.12. The RoPE score estimated 

attributable fraction anticipated the RRR across all levels of the RoPE score, in both the three-trial 

(r=0.95, p<0.001) and two-trial ( r=0.92, p<0.001) analyses.

Conclusions—The RoPE score estimated attributable fraction is highly correlated to the RRR of 

device versus medical therapy. This observation suggests the RoPE score identifies patients with 

CS who are likely to have a PFO that is pathogenic rather than incidental.

Keywords

Patent Foramen Ovale Closure; Patent Foramen Ovale; Ischemic Stroke; Ischemic stroke; meta-
analysis

Introduction

Approximately 20–30% of ischemic strokes are “cryptogenic”, an etiologically 

heterogeneous class including many possible occult mechanisms. One-half of patients <60 

years with cryptogenic stroke (CS) have a patent foramen ovale (PFO), twice the prevalence 

in the general population.1,2 For these patients, the stroke mechanism may be paradoxical 

transcardiac embolism (i.e., PFO-related), but may still be another occult etiology (i.e., PFO-

unrelated).
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We previously developed the Risk of Paradoxical Embolism (RoPE) score, which predicts 

the probability of discovering a PFO in a patient with CS.3 Since the probability of 

discovering a PFO in patients with CS is directly related to the probability that the stroke is 

caused by a PFO-related mechanism, we proposed that this “PFO propensity” could be used 

to stratify patients by the probability that a discovered PFO is pathogenic versus incidental 

(i.e., the attributable fraction). While the mathematical assumptions supporting this are well 

accepted (i.e., Bayes theorem), and while the RoPE score performance for predicting PFO 

was consistent across nine component databases3 (and independently validated),4 the RoPE 

score has not yet been shown to predict the degree of benefit from transcatheter PFO 

closure.

In theory, the attributable fraction—the proportion of index events that are PFO-related—

represents the theoretical maximal benefit of PFO closure. That is, if device closure has a 

relative risk reduction (RRR) compared to medical therapy of 100% in patients with PFO-

related stroke, and if the RoPE score accurately estimates attributable fraction, we would 

anticipate the RRR in each RoPE stratum to reflect the RoPE-estimated attributable fraction. 

Herein, we examine the treatment effect of closure in high RoPE Score versus low RoPE 

score patients in three pooled trials, and also examine the correlation between the RoPE-

estimated attributable fraction and the RRR in recurrent stroke.

Methods

The data that support the findings are aggregated across 12 different studies (9 in the RoPE 

study plus 3 clinical trials). The corresponding author has separate data use agreements for 

each of the studies that does not include sharing the data with third parties. The data are 

potentially available from the original study PIs or the sponsoring companies. Proposals to 

the corresponding author can be considered by the RoPE Study team and the individual 

study investigators. We used individual participant data from 3 randomized trials testing 

percutaneous mechanical closure versus medical therapy: the CLOSURE-I5, RESPECT6 and 

PC Trials7. Details of these trials were reported in their original reports, and the 3-trial 

cohort used here is described in a prior individual patient data meta-analysis (IPDMA).8 The 

primary outcome was stroke recurrence and our primary analysis was intention-to-treat 

(ITT), in which randomized patients are analyzed according to their assigned treatment 

groups. Ethics approval and consent were waived by the local institutional review board.

Statistical Analysis

We used Cox proportional hazard regression to estimate the hazard ratio associated with 

device versus medical therapy in patients with high versus low RoPE score, dichotomizing 

the RoPE score at < versus >= 7. We tested the significance of the contrast in effect between 

the strata using a binary interaction term in the regression equation. Patients who were 

missing neuroimaging data (i.e. from the PC Trial) were excluded from this analysis only 

when the value of this variable may have resulted in reclassification into a different RoPE 

strata.

We then used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to characterize the association between the 

RoPE-estimated attributable fraction and the degree (i.e. hazard ratio [HR]) of stroke 
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recurrence reduction with PFO closure. To estimate the HR of recurrent stroke for closure 

versus medical therapy across patients with different RoPE scores, we again used Cox 

proportional hazard regression including 3 terms: device closure versus medical therapy; 

RoPE score as a continuous variable; and the interaction between RoPE Score (as a 

continuous variable) and device closure. To include the PC Trial, for which no 

neuroradiological data were collected, we used a 9-point RoPE score (i.e., the originally 

reported RoPE score without a point for neuroradiology). We also performed a two-trial 

analysis (including only CLOSURE-I and RESPECT) using the full 10-point RoPE Score. 

The 10-point RoPE score and the RoPE logistic regression equation from which it was 

derived are shown in the Supplement (Supplemental Tables I and II). We used cubic splines 

to examine potential non-linearity in the effect of closure across RoPE scores but these did 

not improve model fit and are not shown. As a stability analysis, we repeated the above 

correlation analyses using an “as treated” analysis, where patients who received the device 

are contrasted with patients who did not, regardless of treatment assignment.

To estimate the attributable fraction, we used the RoPE logistic regression equation, which 

predicts the prevalence of a PFO among patients with CS, conditional on patient 

characteristics.3 While PFOs are a congenital defect distributed randomly across the 

population, among patients diagnosed with CS a correlation is induced between PFO and 

other risk factors via index event (or collider) bias.9 Specifically, in CS patients, PFOs are 

associated with the absence of conventional stroke risk factors (age, hypertension, 

hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes), the absence of a prior stroke and the presence of a 

superficial infarct. The RoPE-estimated attributable fraction can be calculated from the 

predicted PFO prevalence according to Bayes theorem, as follows:

Attributable fraction:

1 − CR * (1 − ProbPFO)
(1 − CR) * (ProbPFO)

Where ProbPFO is the probability of discovering a PFO based on the RoPE logistic 

regression model conditioned on patient characteristics and CR represents the control rate 

(i.e. the PFO prevalence in the general population; here we used 0.25). The attributable 

fraction is the probability that a CS is PFO-related given that a CS patient has a PFO. 

Patients with CS but a very low RoPE score have a PFO prevalence near that in the general 

population and so a near-zero attributable fraction (even when a PFO is found). CS patients 

with a high RoPE score have a high PFO prevalence and therefore a high attributable 

fraction when a PFO is found. A PC-Trial-compatible equation was derived excluding the 

neuroimaging variable for the 3-trial analysis (Supplemental Table III); the published RoPE 

logistic regression model was used for the 2-trial analysis. We graphically examined the 

RRR (1-HR) compared to the attributable fraction estimated in each RoPE stratum.

Results

The pooled trials included 2303 randomized patients. This analysis included 2289 patients 

with complete data followed for 5926 person years (Supplemental Figure I). There were 58 
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stroke outcomes. Dichotomizing at a RoPE score of < 7 versus >= 7, the rate of recurrent 

strokes per 100 person-years in the low RoPE score group (n=912) was 1.37 in the device 

arm versus 1.68 in the medical therapy arm (HR=0.82 ( 0.42 to 1.59) p=0.56) and 0.30 

versus 1.03 (HR = 0.31 ( 0.11 to 0.85) p=0.02) in the high RoPE score group (n=1221). The 

treatment-by-RoPE score group interaction did not reach statistical significance (p=0.12).

Figure 1 graphs both the RoPE-estimated attributable fraction and the RRR (1-HR) across 

different levels of the 9-point RoPE Score. The Pearson correlation showed a strong 

association (r=0.95, p<0.001). Similar results were obtained in the two-trial analysis using 

the 10-point RoPE score (Pearson correlation=0.92, p<0.001; Supplemental Figure II) as 

well as with an “as treated” analysis (Pearson correlation =0.94, p<0.001; Supplemental 

Figure III).

Discussion

In this 3-trial analysis, the estimated RRR was 69% in patients with a RoPE score of >= 7, 

but only 18% in those with a RoPE score of <7. While this contrast in effects did not reach 

statistical significance, we nevertheless showed that the RRR for recurrent stroke in patients 

treated with closure is highly correlated to the calculated attributable fraction based on the 

RoPE score. This observation adds important empirical support to the compelling theoretical 

claim that the RoPE score identifies patients with CS likely to have a PFO that is pathogenic 

versus incidental. We note that the magnitude of the effect of closure, and the effect 

modification of the RoPE score on the relative benefits of closure, is approximately what 

one might expect based on theory—assuming PFO closure is a near-perfect therapy to 

prevent recurrence in patients whose index event is PFO-related. The gap between the 

RoPE-estimated attributable fraction and the actual benefit observed in the 3-trials may 

represent a combination of: 1) closure is less than 100% effective in preventing PFO-related 

stroke recurrence (e.g., due to incomplete closure in some patients10), 2) recurrent strokes in 

patients with cryptogenic stroke and PFO may be from other mechanisms11, and 3) 

estimation error.

We acknowledge several limitations. While different devices were used across the trials and 

different closure rates were achieved, we considered the treatment effect of closure as 

consistent across trials, in part due to a lack of power to consider between-trial 

heterogeneity. We note our analysis applies only to patients meeting trial enrollment criteria 

(e.g. age ≤ 60). The potential usefulness of the RoPE score for predicting effects in patients 

not qualifying for the trials remains unknown. Also, the methods used to derive the RoPE 

score do not permit inclusion of anatomic features of the PFO (e.g. atrial septal aneurysm, 

shunt size), which might impact recurrence risk and closure benefits.

Despite the highly significant correlation between the RRR in recurrent stroke estimated 

from the Cox model and the RoPE-estimated attributable fraction, the RoPE score-by-

closure interaction did not reach conventional thresholds of statistical significance. We 

attribute this to the paucity of outcomes (only 58 recurrent strokes) and that treatment 

interactions require substantial statistical power. We also note that, while RRR is the 

appropriate scale to examine the influence of attributable fraction, absolute risk reductions 
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are often considered more important from a clinical decision making perspective. Since the 

recurrence rate of strokes due to PFOs appears to be low, and lower in high RoPE-score8 

patients, the score may identify large relative reductions that translate to only low-to-

moderate absolute reductions. However, given that PFO-related stroke is prevalent amongst 

young stroke patients, small absolute risk reductions may become magnified over time. 

Further, knowledge of the probable biological mechanism for individual stroke patients can 

be very influential for mechanism-specific therapeutic decisions, such as whether to close a 

PFO or treat with medication alone. Additional studies (including recent trials12) are 

necessary to better motivate decision rules for patient selection.

In conclusion, the RoPE score estimated attributable fraction is highly correlated to the RRR 

of device therapy versus medical therapy. More thorough analysis with more comprehensive 

databases may be needed to better determine how this should influence clinical decision 

making.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1: 
RoPE – Estimated Attributable Fraction and Relative Risk Reduction (RRR) across 

Different RoPE scores

This figure depicts the RoPE-estimated attributable fraction (open blue triangles) and the 

RRR as estimated from a Cox model (red squares) against different RoPE scores. Higher 

RoPE scores are associated with much higher attributable fractions and much higher RRR. 

The estimated RRR correlated highly with the RoPE score estimated attributable fraction 

(r=0.88, p<0.001). Both the RoPE Equation and the 9-point RoPE score omit the 

neuroradiology variable to permit inclusion of the PC Trial data.

AF=attributable fraction; HR=hazard ratio.
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